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A BSTRACT
In virtual reality applications, there is an aim to provide real time
graphics which run at high refresh rates. However, there are many
situations in which this is not possible due to simulation or rendering issues. When running at low frame rates, several aspects of the
user experience are affected. For example, each frame is displayed
for an extended period of time, causing a high persistence image
artifact. The effect of this artifact is that movement may lose continuity, and the image jumps from one frame to another. In this paper,
we discuss our initial exploration of the effects of high persistence
frames caused by low refresh rates and compare it to high frame
rates and to a technique we developed to mitigate the effects of low
frame rates. In this technique, the low frame rate simulation images
are displayed with low persistence by blanking out the display during the extra time such image would be displayed. In order to isolate the visual effects, we constructed a simulator for low and high
persistence displays that does not affect input latency. A controlled
user study comparing the three conditions for the tasks of 3D selection and navigation was conducted. Results indicate that the low
persistence display technique may not negatively impact user experience or performance as compared to the high persistence case.
Directions for future work on the use of low persistence displays
for low frame rate situations are discussed.
Keywords: virtual environments, low-persistence, simulator sickness, performance, presence.
Index Terms: H.5.1 [Management of Computing and Information
Systems]: Project and People Management—Life Cycle; K.7.m
[The Computing Profession]: Miscellaneous—Ethics
1 I NTRODUCTION
When authoring virtual environments (VEs), we often try to make
design decisions to ensure the frame rate is at the highest frame
rate supported by the display device. However, there are several
reasons why low frame rates may be unavoidable. Among them,
input devices, computational load, and scene complexity are common reasons why VEs need to run at low frame rates.
For input devices, many VR researchers are used to using high
speed low latency tracking systems in a controlled laboratory setting. For example, a current high-end product from ART provides
updates at 150 to 300 hertz [3]. However, when outside the confines
of the laboratory, with objects tracked in large spaces, lower fidelity
tracking systems are the only option. For example, recent work
studying UAV’s (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle), otherwise known as
drones, uses tracking data from GPS systems [30] which do not update at high frame rates. In practice, in this study, the authors had
to work with update rates of approximately 9 hertz [30]. Several
virtual reality (VR) scenarios have utilized similar low speed GPS
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input data: real-time command and control situation rooms displaying GPS tracked devices [27], utilizing Head-Mounted Displays
(HMDs) for untethered large space exploration with real walking [15], and finally various augmented reality (AR) applications
that may take place over a large physical space [29, 13].
For computational load, we can consider virtual experiences that
require large amounts of calculation. For example, when trying to
fit (correct) the molecular structures captured via X-ray crystallography or NMR, one would ideally provide feedback to the user on
whether the current configuration is physically possible. This can
be done by calculating and displaying the all-atoms contacts metric [8]. However, we may not have enough computational resources
available to re-calculate this at a high frame rate. This would cause
the system to show the structure updating at a slow frame rate.
Finally there are issues with scene complexity. Current GPUs,
although faster and faster every year, are still limited in the number of triangles they can display per second. If the system attempts
to display a VE with more triangles than its video card can handle, the frame rate will be reduced. The first choice would be to
reduce the complexity of the scene by removing objects. However,
in training simulations, it has been found that scene complexity reduction may have negative effects. For example, in a visual search
training simulation in which the user had to scan for threats in an
urban environment, it was found that users were better able to develop proper scanning techniques, and thus result in higher threat
detection performance [37]. So, if the scene complexity is simply
reduced to achieve higher frame rates, it may actually change the
training experience of the user. Motivated from the fact that VEs
with low frame rates will exist for the foreseeable future, this paper
presents an investigation on the effects of image persistence in such
conditions as compared to high frame rate VEs.
2 I MAGE P ERSISTENCE IN L OW F RAME R ATE S YSTEMS
As discussed previously, in many situations VEs have to be displayed at low frame rates. Here, we discuss the concepts of input
latency and image persistence in such situations.
2.1 Low Frame Rate and Input Latency
It has been previously found that low frame rates lead to several
negative outcomes: increased simulator sickness [21], decreased
presence [24, 4], and decreased task performance [40, 11]. In fact,
a recent project has found all such effects within the same user
study [44]. In order to better understand what may be causing these
effects, it’s important to look closely at two of the components affected by low frame rate: input latency and input update rate.
Input latency (sometimes referred to as transport delay [21]), is
the time from the user making an action (e.g., moving their hand)
to the time there is visual feedback (e.g., the image on the screen
changes color to indicate selection). Previous research has found
that increasing the input latency alone leads to lower presence [25]
and lower task performance [40, 11]. Input update rate is the rate
at which the user actions (e.g., pressed buttons on the controller)
are processed and used to change the outcome of the simulation.
Often this value correlates with the frame rate, as a feedback loop
is standard practice: read the inputs, update the simulation, render
the current virtual environment. In this paper, we use an update rate
that is matched to the frame rate.

2.2

High Persistence

Looking at the component of visual display, there are some issues
related to low frame rate displays. When a system is running below
its maximum frame rate, it will repeat the previous frame (on the
display) while working on generating the next frame (see figure 1).
The television industry refers to a particular sub-class of frame repetition as Judder. Judder occurs when upsampling a 24 frames per
second (fps) movie to a 60 fps television. In that case some frames
are repeated 2 times and other frame are repeated 3 times. The
different frame persistencies can cause visible artifacts if there is
motion in the scene. More recently in the television field this issue
has been referered as FRU (frame rate upsampling), as many new
TVs display at 120Hz. In our experience, the visual artifact of low
frame rate high persistence that is easily seen is that a vertical line,
when moving horizontally, is seen as multiple copies of that line. In
order to be exact in how many repeated frames we are showing to
the user, we have created a software-based display simulator. This
simulator runs at our full system frame rate (55 fps), referred to as
the high frame rate(HFR) case, but can be programmed to repeat
a single frame as long as necessary. While creating this software
we had to make design considerations related to input latency. We
decided to use low input latency, in which input values are read
and the simulation is updated in the frame before the frame is initially displayed, as if the scene were processed at full fps (figure 1).
While it may take away from ecological validity, this design choice
was made as it’s already known that higher input latency has negative effects [25, 40], and our goal was to look more closely at the
issues arising from the visual display motion artifacts. For the remainder of this paper the low frame rate high persistence condition
will be referred to as HP.
2.3

Low Persistence

In addition to looking at high persistence, a new technique is
proposed, referred to as low frame rate low persistence display.
This term has been recently used in relation to the Oculus Rift
HMD [28], which uses the term to indicate a lower duty cycle to
reduce motion blur and judder. Our use of the term and technique
is similar, although our goal is to explore the technique in low frame
rate situations. Another way to describe this low persistence technique would be black frame insertion, which is a technique where
black frames are inserted to reduce blur in LCD displays [20]. For
the remainder of this paper the low frame rate low persistence condition will be referred to as LP.
Specifically, our use of the low persistence technique involves
displaying the original image generated, and then instead of repeating the image (i.e., the high persistence), black is displayed instead.
This is achieved by a simple OpenGL call (glClear) after the regular frame is rendered. Another design consideration necessary was
in regards to the fps for the low frame rate cases. Our system runs
at 110Hz active stereo (thus 55 fps per eye effective frame rate).
Dividing this by integer multiples leads to: 27.5, 18.3, 13.75, 11,
etc. While all values should eventually be tested, in order to limit
the scope of the experiment we decided to test 11 fps versus the
normal case of 55 fps. We did this because we found the LP and the
HP side effects (strobing effect for LP, and multiple lines for HP)
were both very visible at this setting, but the simulation still felt responsive and interactive. Also, 11 fps is a lower limit of interactive
frame rates.
2.4

Active Stereo

In our CAVE-type system, binocular disparity is achieved through
active stereo, running at 110Hz. For purposes of describing the
system, and the frame diagram (figure 1), we consider our system
as having an effective frame rate of 55Hz, as that is the frame rate
at which a stereo pair is presented to the eyes. It’s important to
note that, in some ways, a 110/55Hz active stereo system even in
the HFR condition could be considered a lower persistence display
than other types of displays. Specifically, active stereo has a duty
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Figure 1: Timeline depicting frame generation and display to user
for cases: High Persistence , HP (High Persistence Simulation), LP
(Low Persistence), and HFR (high frame rate).

cycle of at most 50% (i.e., the user sees black for 50 percent of
the time). As examples of higher persistence displays, we could
consider a passive polarized system with 2 projectors running at
55Hz (or more), projected at a single wall or HMDs (excluding the
newer Oculus low persistence display). These other displays are
worth exploring, however in this study we will focus on the effects
of low persistence low frame rate conditions, while inside an active
stereo CAVE-type system.
3 R ELATED W ORK
We look at previous research related to interpolation to increase
frame rate, the effect of stroboscopic images and on physiological
effects of visual persistence.
3.1 Interpolation
Previous work has dealt with low frame rate issues by using interpolation between frames, which is a common technique in television
displays. Many new TVs are capable of displaying at 120Hz, yet
may receive input from movies (24 fps) or regular tv (60 fps). The
simple average between two frames as the interpolated frame is not
an acceptable solution, and researchers have worked on algorithms
to improve it. For example, previous work developed advanced
techniques often referred to as motion compensated frame rate up
sampling [39]. These interpolation techniques often rely on knowing what the next frame is, which is not feasible in realtime interactive VEs. One alternative would be to delay the stream by one or
more frames, which is typically not a problem for TVs playing back
non-interactive content. However, with interactive content, adding
an additional frame of delay may cause more problems then the
benefits from the interpolation. Other researchers have relied upon
prediction for interpolation [36]. In this case, there were issues with
the interpolation technique relating to occlusion. Also, prediction
may work for head data [1], perhaps because users don’t instantly
start or stop head motions. However, predicting motion of objects
in the scene may not be so easy, as objects may very well start or
stop instantly. So, in certain situations, interpolation with prediction may be a useful tool to reduce the effects from low frame rates
(effectively making them look like the HFR case). This, however,
is an application-specific solution which may not be generalizable
to a wide range of VEs.
Another related technique, known as ”time warp”, is utilized in
the new Oculus Rift DK2 [28]. With this technique, the tracking

system is sampled after the image is rendered, but before it is displayed to the user. The system warps the rendered image using the
most recent tracking data, changing the viewpoint to match the latest tracking info, and reducing latency with head movements. Because the image is warped between two tracking points, such technique only works on high frame rate systems, as the re-projection
process would show artifacts in low frame rate situations.
3.2 Stroboscopic Glasses
As the low persistence technique we propose to test has the effect
of a strobe light, it is important to look at some of the previous
research related to stroboscopic glasses. Researchers have interestingly found that stroboscopic glasses (at the 8Hz level) are effective
in reducing nausea [31]. The exact cause is unclear, but the prevention of retinal slip is cited. Another interesting research study
showed that, by utilizing stroboscopic glasses during american football training, central visual field motion sensitivity and transient attention abilities were increased [2]. These results provide evidence
that displays with stroboscopic properties, present in the proposed
LP technique, may be useful for training, and may have some nausea reduction properties.
3.3 Neuroscience Perspectives on Visual Persistence
Previous research from the neuroscience community investigated
what happens when images are presented in rapid succession. It
was found that these discrete images appear to the subject as a single continuous movie. This phenomenon is termed flicker fusion
[34]. Subjective experience as well as neural evidence suggest that
stimuli presented less than 40ms apart (thresholds generally 25-50
Hz) will appear as a smooth continuum of images, and that this perceptual fusion involves neural systems beyond the retina [5], likely
involving frontal and parietal brain areas [17]. Naturalistic, large
field movies achieve adequate fusion with frame rates of 24 fps.
Movements of gaze can interact with flickering stimuli to create stimulus-dissociation artifacts. For example, in a simple psychophysical experiment, naive subjects were asked to make a rapid
eye movement (saccade) across a flashing light [14]. Observers
subjectively experienced that, as the eye was in flight, there was
a phantom row of lights appearing in the opposite direction of the
motion of the eye. While that is an example of eye movement causing the phantom array illusion, in our study, the same illusion is
obtained when the eye is stationary but the visual scene moves. In
both cases, there is motion of the image across the retina. We hypothesize that this could cause a break-down of the persistence of
vision in sub flicker-fusion threshold (sub 17 fps) conditions. Perhaps the visual system is attempting to interpolate between images,
and in the HP condition the repeated frames provide input inconsistent with (what should be) a smoothly moving line.
Interestingly, in the LP case, we have not observed any of the
phantom lines, and the motion of the line feels smooth. In visual
neuroscience, a mask is neutral high contrast stimulus that is interleaved within successive frames of the target stimulus (or the
movie of interest) [19]. In our case, instead of high contrast stimuli, black frames are inserted between target frames. It is suggested
that masking interrupts the ongoing processing of visual information and resets the feedforward & feedback mechanisms that help
us perceive what we see [23].
4 U SER S TUDY
We evaluated 3 conditions: HFR (55 fps), HP (11 fps), and LP (11
fps), for the tasks of selection and navigation. The goal was to explore the differences among these conditions in terms of presence,
simulator sickness, task performance, and user preference.
4.1 Apparatus
We used a six-sided CAVE-type [7] system to perform the experiment. Since the experiment involved the user always looking towards the front screen, the door was left open and the rear projector

turned off, effectively making the system a 5-sided CAVE-type system for the experiment. Leaving the door open allowed us to watch
the participant to ensure adherence to the experiment protocol.
Head tracking with 6 degress of freedom (DOF) was provided by
an Intersense IS-900 tracker for both tasks. For the selection tasks,
participants used an Intersense IS-900 6 DOF wand controller, and
for the navigation task, participants used a wireless Microsoft Xbox
gamepad. Crystal Eyes CE3 shutter glasses synced to projectors
running at 110hz provided 3D stereoscopic graphics. A cluster of
computers (1 computer per projector) plus one computer as a master
computer powered the system. All computers had NVIDIA Quadro
FX 5600G graphics cards. The application for the different display
cases (HFR, HP, LP) and tasks (selection,navigation) was written in
Syzygy [32]. We verified the frame correctness of the application
by utilizing an Andor high speed camera, at 480 frames per second.
4.2 Design
We used a fully crossed within-subjects design with two independent variables for the tasks of selection and navigation.
For selection, the independent variables were: display method
(HFR, HP, LP) and target size (angular widths 1°, 2°, 3°). Time to
successfully complete the task and number of errors were selectionspecific metrics. An error happened when the user clicked with the
wand outside the target, but did not invalidate the trial. Thus, a
single trial could have multiple errors.
The navigation task had display method (HFR, HP, LP) and path
width (45.7cm, 30.5cm, 15.2cm) as the independent variables. The
metrics for the navigation task were: time to traverse the path, number of times the user got off the track and time spent off track.
After each display method was performed, participants filled out
surveys on presence [35] and simulator sickness [18] . At the end of
the study, participants filled out a display method preference survey
on selection, navigation, and overall preference. The order of the
display method was counterbalanced. We conducted the study over
three days for each participant. Each day we selected the display
method based on the counterbalancing schedule, and utilized that
method for the two tasks (selection first, then navigation) for that
day. We decided to not counterbalance the ordering of the selection
task and navigation task, as the tasks were not utilized as independent variables. Each task was run three times, each with a different
target or path size. We started with the easiest (largest) targets, then
medium, and finally hardest. We decided that counterbalancing the
target size would not have been possible due to the limited number
of participants. We also felt that by going from easy to hard allowed
the user additional training on the system, so they were better prepared for the hard case. From observation, we found that having the
color of the scene closer to the blanking color (in our case black),
caused less visual fatigue for the LP condition. Thus, the scenes
were constructed to have a dark backdrop (figures 2 and 4).
4.2.1 Selection Task
For the selection task, we used a ray-casting selection [26] based on
the ISO9241-411 standard [16] (figure 3). In this task, a series of
circles (only one visible at a time) appear in front of the user. We
chose the location of the circles to appear on the front wall of the
system (1.45 meters in front of the user). In this task the user saw
a green circle target, and she could then move the ray controlled by
the wand to intersect with the circle. When contact was made, the
circle changed color to red. The user would then click the trigger
button on the IS-900 wand, and the current target would disappear,
and the next target would appear. Figure 3 shows the sequence of
targets. This selection task was used because it is a standard that
has been utilized in previous studies [43, 9]. We decided to test
three target widths to reflect 1°, 2° and 3° of visual angle. The circle of targets (figure 3) was centered on the user hand (calibrated
at the beginning of the session) and each target was 32.67°of visual angle apart. Such angular measures resulted in selection tasks
that were easy (IDDP = 1.31), moderate (IDDP = 5.50) and difficult
(IDDP = 25.74) [22]. There were 15 targets per cycle (see figure 3)

Figure 2: Example of a user engaged in the selection task.

and participants went through 5 cycles per size, such that each size
had 75 total targets to be selected. Thus, for each experimental session, participants selected 75 large targets, followed by 75 medium
targets, and finally 75 small targets.
4.2.2 Navigation Task
For the navigation task, we used a locomotion task consistent with
the work by Zhai and Woltjer [42], where users navigated down a
hallway (figure 4). In such a task, by narrowing the path width,
users are expected to move slower and to move off the path more
often. The path was 127.9m long and the overall width of the hallway was 137.2cm. A path inside the hallway had different widths
for each trial: 45.7cm, 30.5cm and 15.2cm. In order to travel forward the user could variably squeeze the right trigger on the Xbox
gamepad. While on the path, the user could travel at a maximum
speed of 213.4cm/s. When the user went off the path, the floor was
highlighted in green and the maximum speed was reduced to 64
cm/s. This effectively provided an incentive for users to stay on the
path, as in early pilots we observed that some users ignored such
instructions. The user was able to steer by moving the left joystick
on the Xbox gamepad, which was sensitive to the amount the user
pressed.
4.3 Participants
Twenty-two participants were recruited from the University community. Of those, 18 participants (6 female) completed all 3 days
of the study and were compensated with 20 USD. Ages ranged from
18 to 51 years (M=25.77; SD=9.06). Thirteen participants self identified as right-handed, four as left-handed, and one as ambidextrous.
For the actual experiment all participants used their preferred hand
(16 right and 2 left) for the selection task. The navigation task with
the Xbox controlled was two-handed and used the same controls
(left joystick steering, right trigger speed) for all participants.
In terms of experience, 16 participants (89%) had previous experience with video games with natural/gestural interactions, (e.g.,
the Wii Remote, the Microsoft Kinect, or the PlayStation Move).
All participants had experience with video games with gamepad
interactions (e.g., Nitendo NES, Xbox, PlayStation). 9 participants (50%) had been inside a CAVE-type VR system before, and
8 (44%) had experience with an HMD system before.

Figure 3: Example of ISO9241-411 selection task. User moves to
select target 2 (in green). Sequence of targets as text labels.

4.4

Procedure

Figure 5 shows the experimental procedure for one ordering of display method. The experiment took place over three sessions, with
each session presenting a different display method (HFR, HP, LP).
Each session was on a different day, and all participants completed
the experiment (all 3 days) within 1 week of starting the experiment.
The experiment was split across three days to allow participants to
recover from any simulation sickness they might have experienced
while participating in the experiments.
On the first day participants reviewed and signed an informed
consent form. Participants were then assigned the respective
condition for the day based on the counterbalancing schedule
(HFR,HP,LP). After that, they were introduced to the tracked shutter glasses and the wand pointing device. At the beginning of each
selection task there was a calibration phase where the user would
comfortably hold the wand, and point at the front wall. They would
click the trigger to register the position. This position was used to
verify that the participant was in fact near the center of the system
(required to be within 5 cm), so that no participants had differences
by being too close or too far from the front screen where the selection targets appeared. The second purpose of the calibration phase
was to capture the height off the ground of the neutral position. We
utilized this number when calculating the center of circle for the
display of the selection targets. Thus the location (in the y axis) of
the targets was set for each participant to account for differences in
height. We then described the task to the users, and reminded them
to select the targets as fast as they could, without making mistakes.
Clicking the button while not making contact with the target was labeled as a mistake and logged for analysis. The users were allowed
to practice for up to one minute with large targets. After practice,
the program was restarted and participants performed 75 large, 75
medium, and 75 small selection tasks.
After completing the selection tasks, participants took a break,
during which time the navigation task was described. At that point,
the wand device was switched for the Xbox gamepad and the control system and the task were described. They were allowed to practice on the narrow path for up to one minute, when we made sure
that the participants understood the concepts of being on and off the

Figure 5: Example of study procedure for a participant with ordering
HFR-LP-HP.

5.1.2

Figure 4: Screenshot of navigation task showing the hallway and the
path on the ground for the user to follow.

path. We then restarted the program and they performed a run on
the large path, medium path, small path. The path was always the
same for all conditions.
After completing the tasks, participants filled out presence [35],
and simulator sickness [18] questionnaires. On day two participants
filled out a background survey, to indicate their experience with
videogames and virtual reality. (This was done in day two to balance the time participants spent filling out paperwork on each day).
At the end of the final session, participants were asked to determine
their preferred technique and to provide additional feedback.
5

R ESULTS

5.1

Selection task

For the selection task, the first target selection of each target size
was not considered, as it did not start from an opposite target (figure
3). Thus, 14 + (4 × 15) = 74 selections per participant per target
size per display method were considered in the analysis. The total
selection trials per participant was, then, 3 × 3 × 74 = 666.
5.1.1

Outliers

One participant was dropped from the data analysis as he did not
follow the instructions for the selection task. The experimenter instructed participants to be as fast as possible while not making errors. This participant made errors in 495 of the 666 trials (74.3%),
making as many as 23 errors in a single trial. We believe this participant took a “machine gun” approach to the selection task, which
is not consistent with the intended task. Thus, 17 participants were
considered in the analysis.
We considered an outlier any trial that took more time than 2
standard deviations from its condition (display method × target
size) mean, which is consistent with the literature [12, 22]. From
this criteria, 408 data points (3.6%) were discarded as outliers. A
further 45 trials (0.42%), which contained 3 errors or more but were
not discarded as time outliers, were also discarded as error outliers.
Again, we discarded trials with more than 2 errors on the basis that
participants were instructed to not make errors.

Data Analysis

IBM SPSS 22 was used for analyzing the experimental data. For
the selection task, data was aggregated for all the repetitions in each
selection task (4 for the first selection, 5 for the remaining 14, minus outliers). Previous work has used data aggregation for repeated
measures analysis [22], as multiple readings of a single trial provide
a truer mean for the motor behavior task of selection by pointing.
A 3-way factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated
measures and one between-subjects factor was used on the mean
time to select a target and on the mean number of errors. Along
with the display method and target size, we included the movement
direction as a factor in the analysis. Movement direction is defined
as the direction of the line from the initial pointing position to the
target (figure 3), and had 15 levels. Ordering was the betweensubjects factor. The analysis, thus, considered the following design: (3 × 3 × 15) WTH ×6 BTW. Data was tested for sphericity,
and whenever the assumption of equal variances was violated, the
Greenhouse-Geisser correction on the degrees of freedom was used.
5.1.3

Movement time

An ordering effect was found on movement time ( f5,11 = 5.18, p <
.05). A posthoc Tukey HSD test show that the ordering HP-LPHFR was significantly faster than LP-HP-HFR (p < .05) and LPHP-HFR (p < .05). It’s important to note that there were only 3
data points for each ordering (2 for HFR-LP-HP due to the dropped
participant), so any statistical results may not be conclusive.
There was a significant main effect of movement time for display method ( f2,22 = 60.03, p < .0001). Pairwise comparisons
show that HFR was significantly faster (p < .0001) than HP and
LP, and no significant difference was found between HP and LP.
There was also a significant effect of movement time for target size
( f1.35,14.82 = 801.1, p < .0001). Pairwise comparisons showed the
typical speed/accuracy tradeoff, with larger targets being significantly faster (p < .0001) than smaller ones. A significant main effect of movement direction on movement time was found as well
( f14,154 = 3.53, p < .0001). Pairwise comparisons showed that the
only significant difference in movement time was between movement directions 4 and 9 (figure 3), with 9 being significantly faster
than 4 (p < .05). This single significant difference across all 15
movement directions suggests that it could be a result from an artifact of the experiment, rather than a true effect.
Significant interactions were also found for movement time.
There was a significant interaction between ordering and display
method ( f10,22 = 5.26, p < .001). Looking at pairwise comparisons, we see that the only significant differences happened when
HP was performed first, LP second and HFR last (HP-LP-HFR). In
this case, HP was significantly slower than when it was performed
second (p < .05) or last (with HFR being performed first) (p < .05).
When HP was performed last and HFR was performed second, HP
was marginally significantly faster than LP (p = .07). Another

significant interaction was observed between ordering and target
size( f10,22 = 5.81, p < .0001). Pairwise comparisons show that orderings were only different among each other for the small target
size, where the ordering HP-LP-HFR was significantly slower than
the orderings LP-HP-HFR (p < .05) and both orderings starting
with HFR (p < .05). The last significant interaction effect found
for movement time was between display method and target size
( f1.94,21.36 = 8.61, p < .005). Looking at pairwise comparisons,
we see, for each target size, the same effects of display mode as
in the main effect. Thus, although a significant interaction effect
occurred between target size and display method, all display methods maintained their differences when blocking by each target size.
The interaction was expressed due to the variance in the amplitude
of the differences between display methods for each target size, as
can be seen in figure 6.

Figure 6: Interaction effect between target size and display method.
Error bars represent standard error.

path and total time spent off the path. The analysis, thus, had
a (3 × 3) WTH×6 BTW design. Data was tested for sphericity,
and whenever the assumption of equal variances was violated, the
Greenhouse-Geisser correction on the degrees of freedom was used.
5.2.2

No ordering effect was found for total path traversal time ( f5,11 =
2.33, p− = .11).
There was a significant main effect of total path traversal time on
display method ( f1.38,15.17 = 15.24, p < .001). Pairwise comparisons showed that HFR was significantly faster than LP (p < .05)
and than HP (p < .005). As expected, there was a strong significant
main effect of path width on traversal time ( f1.38,15.14 = 46.64, p <
.0001). Pairwise comparisons showed that the narrowest path took
significantly longer than both other paths (p < .0001), while there
was a marginal difference showing that the medium path was slower
than the widest one (p = .085).
There was a significant interaction between display method and
ordering on traversal time ( f10,22 = 3.58, p < .01). Pairwise comparisons showed that the only significant difference among orderings occurred when HP was used between the HP-LP-HFR and
LP-HFR-HP, with HP being slower when it was performed first
(p < .05). When fixing the display method for the same interaction effect, there was no significant difference across orderings.
However, blocking each ordering, the differences across display
methods varied. We could identify two ordering groups, which
had similar results: HP-LP-HFR, LP-HP-HFR, LP-HFR-HP & HPHFR-LP, HFR-HP-LP, HFR-LP-HP. In the first group, there were
significant differences among the display methods, consistent with
the main effect differences for display method, while in the second group, there were no significant differences at all. Due to the
limited number of participants per ordering (3), it is risky to derive
conclusions from these results, as these could have been caused by
a participant selection artifact.
A significant 3-way interaction effect was found among display
method, path width and ordering ( f20,44 = 2.09, p < .05).
5.2.3

5.1.4 Errors
The analysis of the mean number of errors for the selection task
found few significant effects. As expected, target size had a significant main effect on the mean number of errors ( f1.18,13.02 =
35.23, p < .0001). Pairwise comparisons showed that the smaller
the target, significantly more errors were made (p < .0001), which
is consistent with the expected speed accuracy tradeoff of this kind
of pointing task. Movement direction also had a significant main effect ( f14,154 = 2.32, p < .01). However, pairwise comparisons did
not show any significant difference among movement directions.
This indicates that, although the overall model was significant for
movement direction, the effect may not have been large enough to
show differences when looking at each direction pair individually.
There was no significant main effect of display method on the mean
number of errors ( f2,22 = 1.77, p = .19).
No significant interactions were found on the mean number of
errors for selection.
5.2 Navigation Task
The navigation task involved one single path traversal per participant per condition. Thus, each participant performed a total of 9
navigation tasks.
5.2.1 Data Analysis
IBM SPSS 22 was used for analyzing data. A 2-way factorial
analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures and one
between-subjects factor was used on the following metrics: total time to traverse the path, total number of deviations from the

Traversal Time

Path Deviations

No ordering effect was found for the total number of path deviations
( f5,11 = 1.87, p = .18).
No significant main effect of total number of path deviations
was found on display method ( f2,22 = 2.69, p = .09). There was
a significant main effect of path width on path deviations ( f2,22 =
192.12, p < .0001). Naturally, pairwise comparisons showed that
the the narrower the path, the more deviations were committed
(p < .05).
As with traversal time, there was a significant interaction between display method and ordering on the total number of path deviations ( f10,22 = 4.81, p < .001). Similar results from pairwise
comparisons were also found as compared to traversal time.
5.2.4

Time Spent Off Path

No ordering effect was found for the total time spent off path
( f5,11 = 1.32, p− = .32).
There was a significant main effect of total time spent off path
on display method ( f2,22 = 3.82, p < .05). Pairwise comparisons
showed that HFR had significantly less time off path than HP (p <
.05). There was also a significant main effect of path width on time
off path ( f2,22 = 56.97, p < .0001). Pairwise comparisons showed
that the narrower paths had significantly more time off path than
wider paths (p < .001).
As with both other measures, there was a significant interaction
between display method and ordering on the total number of path
deviations ( f10,22 = 3.58, p < .01). Similar results from pairwise
comparisons were also found.

5.3 Survey Analysis
Survey data on the display methods was analyzed using the nonparametric test Friedman’s ANOVA, and questionnaires were tested
for internal reliability using Cronbach’s Alpha. All surveys were
internally reliable with α > .75.
For the presence score, we found a significant main effect
(χ 2f (2) = 10.53, p < .01). Pairwise comparisons showed that HFR
was rated significantly higher (p < .05) than both HP and LP display methods, which were not rated significantly different among
each other (p = 1.0).
In terms of simulator sickness, we analyzed both the SSQ subscores for nausea, oculomotor fatigue and disorientation as well as
the overall SSQ score. There were significant results for oculomotor fatigue (χ 2f (2) = 8.87, p < .05), with pairwise comparisons
showing that LP was rated significantly higher than HFR. Overall
SSQ yielded signifcant results (χ 2f (2) = 6.53, p < .05), but pairwise
comparisons failed to yield significant differences. Looking at the
individual nausea question HFR was rated marginally higher than
HP (p=.084). Looking at individual scores, the only two participants who ranked their nausea as severe were in the HFR condition.
Also, two participants who dropped out of the study from sickness,
both had the HFR condition.
Participants rated their preference in terms of selection (χ 2f (2) =
13.44, p < .005), navigation (χ 2f (2) = 10.78, p < .005) and overall
(χ 2f (2) = 11.44, p < .005). In all three cases, HFR was rated significantly highest, and there was no significant difference between
HP and LP.
In terms of individual rankings, no participants ranked LP as
their first choice. 4 participants (22%) ranked HFR last. 3 participants (17%) ranked LP ahead of HP.
6 D ISCUSSION
Results from the study provided several interesting insights.
6.1 Task Performance
The task performance of the HFR case was expected and agrees
with previous research [40]. It is interesting that there was no significant difference in task performance in HP vs LP. The selection
task is a motor-based task, and thus, perhaps the feedback update
(i.e., the input and display update rates) is the primary driver of performance. Also, during the selection task, the only object that was
affected by HP artifacts (i.e., doubling of the lines) was the selection
ray. We hypothesize that we may see more performance differences
when looking at moving targets, that are always affected by HP artifacts. Future work should address different types of VR tasks, to
find out if there are tasks that benefit from the LP condition.
In the navigation task, the following of the path on the ground
was potentially problematic. We had some participants report that
they looked more towards the ground then straight ahead. We feel
that LP may help with stereo fusion, as when looking at distant
objects in HP case, they become a jumble of lines. Future work
should investigate navigation tasks where users were required to
look forward. The PenguFly navigation technique assessment [38]
used a ring gathering task, which may be suitable for this, as it
keeps the user looking at objects ahead.
Another consideration is that brightness was not controlled for.
HP and HFR cases were much brighter than the LP case (due to the
black frames). While ecologically valid (i.e., decreased brightness
is what happens in a real LP system), it would be interesting to see if
maintaining equal brightness in all cases would change the results.
We propose this as an additional area of inquiry for future work.
Additionally, LP VEs could use a different color on the inserted
frames as to match the overall brightness of HP and HFR cases.
6.2 Nausea
We found only marginally significant results when analysing the individual nausea question on the SSQ questionnaire (HFR marginaly

higher than HP (p=.084)). When we look at the actual scores, the
only two participants who ranked their nausea as severe were in the
HFR case. Previous researchers have hypothesized that increased
optical flow [41] may be responsible for increased sickness. In another experiment, it was found that by increasing the FOV, both
presence and simulator sickness increased [33]. In our case presence was indeed higher in the HFR case. While we were unable to
discover true significance, this points toward an interesting picture
that the higher fidelity, more immersive case, may actually promote
more sickness in some individuals.
Two things are interesting about the nausea results. First, that
HFR, which we would think of as a more desirable condition, was
not the clear winner in terms of being lowest in simulator sickness.
We expected the low frame rate HP and LP conditions to have larger
simulator sickness than the HFR case. However, we must remember
that we are utilizing a simulated low frame rate, that has less input
latency then a real world low frame rate application. It could be
that the increased input latency in real low frame rate virtual environments is a large factor in simulator sickness. Second, we didn’t
see any of the nausea reduction properties from the LP case as had
previously been observed [31]. This may be related to the fact that
in real world shutter testing, even during the short open periods of
the glasses (often fixed at 100ms), the image was changing. That is,
in our simulated case, the exposure is a fixed image, where as the
real world shutter glasses in the open condition can see movement.
Another thing to consider is the research done on independent
visual backgrounds (IVB) [10] also referred to recently as ”rest
frames” [6]. In these studies it was shown that providing a view
of the real world (often a view of some part of the laboratory) or
a graphical grid structure inside the VE, would give the user a stable frame of eference and reduce nausea. It is unclear in our experiment, if during the dark portion of the frame in the LP case,
the user perceived the structure of the CAVE-type system itself as
a reference frame. This would be interesting to explore in future
work.
6.3

Oculomotor

We took care to construct a virtual environment that would best
facilitate the LP condition. As previously discussed we utilized
dark colors to more closely match the color of the black LP frames
(figures 2 and 4). However, even with that care, users experienced
eye strain and other oculomotor symptoms as reported on the SSQ
questionnaires. So there is a cost to utilizing LP techniques at such
low frame rates. In a real world application, where the scene is not
so carefully constructed, there may be even more strain and fatigue.
6.4

Overall Preference

We find it interesting that 22 percent of subjects ranked HFR as
their last choice. We conjecture that this may be due to several factors. First, it may be that the users were unable to tell the different
between the HP and the HFR cases. The LP case (with its strobing
visuals) is obviously different. Our other idea, is that it could be because of the increased nausea. Looking at the 4 subjects that ranked
normal last, all of them had the worst nausea on the HFR condition.
Finally, we find it interesting that 3 participants (16.66%) rated
LP above HP in the overall rankings. While small, this is still interesting, in that there is a subset of participants who prefer LP.
7

C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE W ORK

This paper presented an initial exploration on the effects of image
persistence in low frame rate VEs. Several interesting insights surfaced from the presented study. The LP condition did not offer
any performance advantages in the tasks of selection and navigation. Nor did it provide a statistically significant reduction in nausea. However, interesting trends were found that pointed towards
HFR actually causing more simulator sickness. We also found that
a small number of users did prefer to utilize the strobing LP condition over the HP condition. Further work should be conducted to

determine if and what VR tasks could benefit from low frame rate
LP conditions.
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